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The non-.commutative disc algebras

The non-commutative disc algebra ~n, n > 2 is the univer-
sal operator algebra for a row contraion [K 1, K2, ... , JCn].

If Hn - {~w I W E 1Ft} is the Fock'Space om n-
generators and Li are the left creation operators, i.e., Li~w =
~iw, W E 1Ft, then

completely isometrically.

Actually,

THEOREM. (Popescu) If [V1, V2, , Vn], n > 2, is any
row isometry then ~n l"'"-oJ a Ig (\11, ,'n).

Examples of row isometries for n = 2 ...



This remarkable fact is based on several results.

First, the Bunce-Frazho-Popescu dilation guarantees that
any row contraction dilates to a row isometry.

Second, for a row isometry now we have an analogue of the
Wold decomposition.

A row isometry [V1, V2, ... ,Vn] satisfying
n
L ViVi* = 1
i=l

is called a Cuntz isometry, since the C*-algebra generated
by them is the well-known Cuntz algebra On.

THEOREM. (Popescu, ...) If [V1, V2, ... , Vn] is a row
isometry then there exists a reducing pr.ojection P so that

[PV1, PV2, ... , PVn]

is a Cuntz isometry and

[(1- P)V1, (1- P)V2, ... , (1- P)Vn]

is unitarily equivalent to an ampliation of [£1, £2, ... ,£n].



The space VJt2tn of all characters of Qln equiped with the
w*-topology are homeomorphic to JEn,the closed unit ball
ofCn.

VJt2tn ::1 P ----7JtI 1, £2,· .. , L~) E JEn
(elLJ I p(L.a) I •• Ie(lJ )



There is a bijective correspondence between group of iso-
metric automorphisms of 2tn and the biholomorphisms of
IBSn.

where

~(p) po ¢, pE 9J1Qtn

EXAMPLE: U¢ for gauge automorphisms.



Semicrossed products of operator algebras

DEFINITION Let ¢ be an endomorphism of an operator
algebra A. A covariant representation (1r, K) of (A, ¢) is
a completely contractive representation Jr of A on a Hilbert
space H and a contraction K E B(H) so that

1r(A)K = K1r(¢(A)) for all A e A.

DEFINITION. The semicrossed product A x¢ Z+ is the
universal operator algebra generated by a copy of A and a
contraction st so that Ast = st¢ (A) for all A E A.



In other words, A X 1> Z+ is the operator algebra generated
by a (completely isometric) copy of A and a contraction
Jt with the property that every covariant representation of
(A, 1» induces a completely contractive representation 1r x
K of Ax 1>Z+ on H, which on polynomials is defined as

The norm may be defined by as -the supremum over all
covariant representations:



Semicrossed products of Q(n: dilations

THEOREM. Let ¢ E Aut(Q(n). Then any (contractive)
covariant representation for (2tn, ¢) has a unitary dilation
of Cuntz type.

In other words, if [Al, A2, ... , An] andK are contrac-
tions satisfying

then there exists a Cuntz row isometry [VAl' VA2' ... , VAn]
and a unitary UK, dilating [Al, A2, ... , An] and K re-
spectively, and satisfying



COROLLARY. C;nv(Qtn X¢ Z+) = On X¢ Z.

A result of Kishimoto says that if A is a simple C* -algebra
and ¢ an aperiodic automorphism of A (no powers of ¢ are
inner) then An X ¢ Z is simple. Therefore:

COROLLARY. If ¢ E Aut(Qtn) and ¢n :j= id, \In E N,
then



STEP 1. Let ¢ be an isometric automorphism of the non-
commutative disc algebra 2(n, n > 2. Then, any contrac-
tive covariant representation of (2(n, ¢) dilates to a unitary
covariant representation of (En, ¢), where En denotes the
Cuntz- Toeplitz C*-algebra.

Step 1 shows that 2(n X ¢ Z+ embeds in En X ¢ Z and
therefore it becomes a relative semicrossed product of 2(n

(mention work with Kakariadis)

Prove the case ¢(z) = AZ (A-commute).

We use SoleI's result which says that if [Al, A2, ... , An]
and K are contractions which A-commute, then they co-
extend to isometries WAI' ... , WAn and WK, which also
A-commute. -



STEP 2. Let ¢ be an isometric automorphism of the non-
commutative disc algebra 2(n, n > 2. Then, any a unitary
covariant representation of (En, ¢),when restricted to 2(n
it dilates to a unitary representation of Cuntz type.

Suppose 8 = [81 ... 8n] is a row isometry and U is
a unitary on a Hilbert space H satisfying the covariance
relations 8iU = U¢(8i) for 1 < i < n. Then the
Wold decomposition reduces U, thereby decomposing the
representation of 2(n X ¢ Z+ into a pure part and aCuntz
part.



Semicrossed products of Q(n: classification

THEOREM Assume that ¢1 and ¢2 are automorphisms
of the non-commutative disc algebra Q(n, n > 2. The
semicrossed products Q(n X ¢1 Z+ and Q(n x ¢2 Z+ are iso-
morphic as algebras if and only if ¢1 and ¢2 are conjugate
via an automorphism of Q(n.



DEFINITION. If A is a Banach algebra, a subset 0 of 9J1A
is said to be analytic if there exist a domain V C Ck and
a homeomorphism h : V ~ 0 such that

V 3 z ---7 h(z)(a)

is analytic for every a E A.

PROPOSITION We have

- . ~ -
9J12tnx¢z+ == (lBSn x {O}) U (Flx(cp) X IlJ)).

The maximal analytic sets in 9J12( x Z+ are lBSnx {O},
".. A n¢(Fix ¢ n lBSn) x IlJ), (Fix cp n Iffin) x {A} for A E T, and

{x} X IT}for x E Fix,¢ n BIffin.



Semicrossed products of C*-algebras

These were introduced by Peters (1985), influenced by.an
earlier construction of Arveson (1967).

DEFINITION. Let A be a (unital) C*-algebra and a a *-
homomorphism of A. A covariant representation (1r, K) of
the C* -dynamical system (A, a) consists of a *-representation
of A on a Hilbert space H and a contraction K E B(H)
so that

1r(A)K == K1r(a(A)), 'VA E A.

DEFINITION. Let (A, a) be a C* -dynamical system. The
algebra A x a ;Z+ is the universal operator algebra asso-
ciated with "all" covariant representations of (A, a), i.e.,
the universal algebra generated by a copy of A and a con-
traction K satisfying the covariant relations.

Using dilation theory, Peters showed that isometric covari-
ant representations suffice to produce a faithful representa-
tion of Ax a ;Z+.



THEOREM. (Katsoulis & Kribs) Let (A, a) be a C*-
dynamical system and X A,o- the natural C*-correspondence
associated with it. The C;nv(Axo-Z+) rv O(XA,o-), the
Cuntz-Pimsner algebra of XA 0- (in the sense of Katsura) .

. ,



The C*-dynamical systems (A, (J") and (13, T) are called
outer conjugate if there exists a *-isomorphism "y : A ---7 13
and a unitary U E M(A) so that

(J" (A) == U* ( "y -1 0 (3 0 "y (A) ) U,

for all A E A.

THEOREM. Let (A, (J") and (13, T) be C*-dynamical sys-
tems and assume that A is simple and both (J" and Tare
automorphisms. Then, the semicrossed products A X (J Z+
and 13x T Z+ are isometrically isomorphic if and only if the
dynamical systems (A, (J") and (13, T) are outer conjugate.



STEP 1. Let ¢ be an isometric automorphism of the non-
commutative disc algebra mn, n > 2. Then, any contrac-
tive covariant representation of (mn, ¢) dilates to a unitary
covariant representation of (En, ¢), where En denotes the
Cuntz- Toeplitz C* -algebra.

Step 1 shows that mn x ¢ Z+ embeds in En X ¢ Z and
therefore it becomes a relative semicrossed product of mn

(mention work with Kakariadis)

Prove the case ¢(z) = AZ (A-commute).

We use SoleI's result which says that'if [AI, A2, ... , An]
and K are contractions which A-commute, then they co-
extend to isometries WA1 ' ... , WAn and WK, which also
A-commute.



Relative semicrossed products of operator algebras

DEFINITION. Let A be an operator subalgebra of a C*-
algebra C = C*(A) and let ¢ be an automorphism of
C with ¢(A) = A. The relative semicrossed product
A xC,¢ Z+ is. the non-selfadjoint sub algebra of C X ¢ Z
generated by A and the universal unitary.

THEOREM (Kakariadis & Katsoulis) The relative semi-
crossed product A xC,¢ Z+ is unique up to complete iso-
morphism and

We develope a theory of relative semicrossed products with
respect to injective endomorphisms and under certain condi-
tions we achieve uniqueness and calculate the C* -envelope.
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